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SUMMARY

It is not possible to estimate the predicted response to S1 family selection from
the genetical variance between S family means, nor do estimates of the additive
genetic variance and the dominance variance help, as the numerator of the
response formula is 2pqxa,. Once it is appreciated that this term is twice the
genetical covariance between either half-sib and S1 or full-sib and S, family
means, practical methods of estimating the response are obvious.

1. INTRODUCTION

Population improvement by recurrent selection is an important component
of breeding programmes with naturally cross-fertilising plants, whether the
aim is open-pollinated, synthetic or hybrid cultivars. With characters of
low heritability, improvement is faster with family selection than with single
plant selection because replicated trials allow the effects of environmental
and genotype x environmental interaction variation to be reduced. In plant
species, such as maize (Zea mays L.), which can be easily selfed by the
breeder, S1 family selection is possible.

In recent years, as a result of theoretical and computer simulation
studies, a number of authors have advocated S1 family selection in prefer-
ence to other forms of family selection (Wricke, 1976; Choo and Kannen-
berg, 1979; Wright, 1980). However, before using this method on a
particular population of interest, a breeder would wish to estimate the
predicted response to selection, and to compare it with those of other
possible methods, such as full-sib (FS) and half-sib (HS) family selection.
The formula for the predicted response to S1 family selection was derived
by Empig, Gardner and Compton (1972), for an additive-dominance geneti-
cal model, for theoretical purposes and hence no explanation was given of
how to estimate the predicted response in practice. Indeed, this is not
obvious as the numerator of the formula was expressed as the additive
genetic variance plus a complicated component which is mainly a function
of the degree of dominance. The formula was extended to include epistasis
by Wright (1980), again for theoretical purposes without explanation of
how to estimate the response in practice. Although the numerator was
expressed as a genetical covariance, it is not immediately obvious that it
is twice the genetical covariance between either HS and S1 family means
or FS and S1 family means. Once this is appreciated, practical methods of
estimating the predicted response follow. The purpose of this short note
is to clarify these points.
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2. THEORY AND DISCUSSION

The expected response to S1 family selection, with large families or
where residual seed of the selected families is used to produce the next
cross-pollinated generation, for an additive-dominance genetical model
with diploid inheritance and two alleles per locus (frequencies p. q), is:

i ) 2pqaa5
R(SI) —

0P(S1)

where: R is the change in population mean between cross-pollinated
generations, i is the intensity of selection, summation is over loci, a
a + (q — p)d and a5 =a + (q —p)d, 2a is the difference between the two
homozygotes and d is the deviation of the heterozygote from the mean of
the homozygotes, and is the observed standard deviation of the
phenotypic differences between S1 family means.

In order to estimate R(51), it is necessary to estimate 2pqaa5, but this
is not possible from the genetical variance between S1 family means, nor
would estimates of the additive genetic variance (2pqa2) and the domin-
ance variance ( (2pqd)2) help unless p =q = or d =0 at all loci, in which
case 2pqaa. = 2pqa2 = 2pqa2. This can be seen as follows:

2pqaa5 =2pq[a2+(p—)da]
= 2pqa2+ 2pqa(p —)d

the genetical variance between S1 family means

=>.2pqa +i.)(2pqd)2
=2pqa2+ (2pqd)2

—pqd2—2 pq(q —p)ad.
Hence estimates of the predicted response to S1 family selection which

use 2pqa2, 2pqa or 2pqa + (2pqd)2 in place of 2pqaa, are
biased, as has been recognised by a number of authors (Jan-orn et at.,
1976; Eckebil eta!., 1977; Choo and Kannenberg, 1981).

However, it can be shown from table 1 that the genetical covariance
between HS and S1 family means equals 2pqaa5, a point not made in
the textbooks by Falconer (1981), Hallauer and Miranda (1981) and Mather
and Jinks (1982). Similarly the genetical covariance between FS and S1
family means equals 2pqaa5. Once this is appreciated a number of
practical methods of estimating 2pqaa5 are obvious. Although attention
will be confined to maize (Zea mays L.), the methods can be used with
other naturally cross-fertilising plant species which can be easily selfed by
the breeder.

In a population of prolific (two-eared) plants the lower ears in a row
of plants can be selfed, the plants detasselled and the upper ears allowed
to be naturally cross-pollinated by an adjacent row of plants from the
population, in order to produce the corresponding half-sib families. The
HS, S1 covariance table shows that the covariance is not affected by variation
in the allele frequency in the pollen, as a result of the pollen coming from
only a few plants, provided that on average the frequency equals the
population frequency for the various genetical types of "common maternal
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TABLE 1

Table for calculating the HS, S covariance for a single locus

Female
parent Frequency HS means S1 means

AA p2 al= l..i
=ap + dq

Aa 2pq — qi) +2m j=1 i
= a(p— q)+

aa q2 — '15+— Ps —a
nk=1 flk.i

=—aq+dp
mean I (p—q)a+2pqd (p—q)a+pqd

covariance (HS, S1) =pq[a+ (q —p)d)[a + —p)d]=pqaa.
1, m and n are the number of plants of type AA, Aa and aa respectively which

are selfed and p1, p and p, are the frequencies of the A allele in the pollen used to
produce the half-sib families on these same 1, m and n plants respectively.

parent". (In contrast the variance of such HS families is inflated by such
variation in allele frequency in the pollen and contains dominance variance
as well as additive genetic variance.) In the extreme case of the pollen
coming from a single plant one has FS families (parents (1) and (2)). Indeed,
the upper ears could be pollinated by the breeder in this way to produce
the corresponding full-sib families and the covariance (FS, S1(1)) estimated.
If these single plants are also selfed the covariance (FS, [S1(1)+S1(2)J/2)
can be estimated, and if the reciprocal crosses are also made, one has the
augmented biparental mating scheme of Kearsey (1970).

In a population of non-prolific plants, plants could be selfed and crossed,
as males, to other plants chosen at random from the population. Although
it would be sufficient to cross each plant to just one other plant to estimate
the covariance (FS, S1(2)), it would be sensible to cross each plant to a
number of other plants according to the design I mating scheme of Comstock
and Robinson (1948), in order to also estimate the additive.genetic variance
and the dominance variance. This would allow S1 family selection to be
compared with other possible methods such as HS and FS family selection.

If having produced these HS and S1 or FS and S1 families they are
independently randomised in the assessment trial, so that they do not share
a common environment, their phenotypic covariance will equal the genetic
covariance, and twice this covariance equals 2pqaa5.
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